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Scene 
classification

 hand-crafted features:  follow the bag-of-word (BoW)/vector 
of locally aggregated descriptor (VLAD)/Fish vector structure + 
local descriptors

 convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
✓ generic CNN features: FC7/FC8 from pretrained model as 

VGG
✓ generate a set of high-quality patches potentially 

containing objects, and then apply a pre-trained CNN to 
extract generic deep features

✓ generate a set of high-quality patches potentially 
containing objects, and then apply a pre-trained CNN to 
extract generic deep features

✓ deep discriminative and shareable feature learning 
(DDSFL)----hierarchically learn feature transformation 
filter banks

✓ factor analyzers and fisher vector (MFA-FV)----a MFA-FV 
Layer on CNN to build MFAFVNet

 new model on Place dataset-similar structure as CNN 



Shortcoming 
in Scene 

classification

Missing of spatial layout information

Traditional CNNs pay close attention to holistic 
structure while still lacking spatial information. 
spatial layout carries the crucial cue for 
discriminative representation, especially for scene 
classification task. 

Weaknesses of fusion ability

Scene information steps  from diverse aspects, 
which is different from object classification



CACN--
Cosine 

Activation in 
Compact 
Network 



Fourier Feature Embedding

 Kernel approximation: 

✓In kernel approaches, in most cases, it is no need 
to explicitly define the mapping function 

✓With the increasing of dataset scale and 
considering of the calculating complexity, it is 
desired explicitly mapping the data to a low-
dimensional Euclidean inner product space using 
a randomized feature map

Cosine 
Activation



Cosine 
activation



Optimization of CACN

 general formula

 predicted output



Optimization of CACN

• Objective function

• Cross entropy loss function



Optimization of CACN
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)—updating S

J1 J2 J3



Optimization of CACN
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)—updating W

J1 J2 J3



CACN+CNN



Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning



Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning

• Traditional spatial pyramid match kernel

• Structure expanding

• Three different granularities are adopted in SPM 
and the whole image is divided into {1, 4, 16} 
grids separately. Each grid is fed into CNNs, which 
is VGG-16 model pre-learned by ImageNet.



Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning-Deep analysis of combination



Parameter 
sharing

Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning

-Deep analysis of combination



Equivalence 
proof

Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning

-Deep analysis of combination



Kernel aspect explanation

Spatial Ensemble Kernel Learning-Deep analysis of combination

✓ By Φ function, it is easy to understand 
the combination of different level and 
different grid information from kernel 
approximation aspect

✓WWT term  can be viewed as the weight 
of different level and different grid, which 
is learned by supervised way. 



Experiments 
and Results

MIT indoor: The whole number of categories is 67. The database
contains 15,620 images and all images have a minimum resolution of
200 pixels in the smallest axis.

SUN 397: SUN (Scene UNderstanding) 397 dataset contains approximate 
100,000 images of 397 categories. Only color images of 200 × 200 pixels 
or larger were kept. 
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Conclusion

• we have presented a cosine activation compact 
network (CACN) and two kinds of extension in 
scene classification. 

• spatial ensemble kernel learning approach----
when combined with SPM

• Advantage: To compensate the loss of spatial 
layout information and the weaknesses of fusion 
ability from diverse aspects in scene classification 
while maintain the advantages of deep learning
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